Shifting Grounds: Institutional transformation,
enhancing knowledge and capacity to manage groundwater
security in peri-urban Gangetic delta systems

Date: 7th and 10th October 2015

Background
Urbanizing deltas in South Asia have seen rapid growth and change over the past decades.
The Ganges delta, the world's largest delta, is no exception. This delta, located in Bangladesh
and the state of West Bengal, India, is one of the most densely populated areas on earth.
Uninterrupted emigrations from rural areas and rapid population growth have put increasing
pressures on cities such as Kolkata in India and Khulna in Bangladesh. As a natural
consequence, more and more people are living in the peripheries of the cities. These periurban areas, originally rural in nature, work as the interface between urban centers and rural
villages. These peri-urban areas link rural areas and urban centers by flows of goods, services
and resources. As in other Asian mega-deltas, groundwater provides an important source of
water in the urbanizing Ganges delta. However, groundwater storage is declining
precipitously due to the unprecedented growth of urbanization coupled with intensive water
abstraction and fluctuation of rain. The stress is felt particularly in the peri-urban areas. In
this rapidly changing environment, the existing policies and institutions fail to ensure an
equitable sharing and sustainable use of groundwater resources. Government actors, urban
and peri-urban communities are therefore looking for new or modified policies and
institutional structures to improve the management of groundwater resources. Although
crucial, little is documented of these rapidly evolving processes of concentrated groundwater
use and institutional transformations in peri-urban delta areas of South Asia.
In this rapidly changing environment, the existing policies and institutions fail to ensure an
equitable sharing and sustainable use of groundwater resources. Government actors, urban
and peri-urban communities are therefore looking for new or modified policies and
institutional structures to improve the management of groundwater resources. Although
crucial, little is documented of these rapidly evolving processes of concentrated groundwater
use and institutional transformations in peri-urban delta areas of South Asia.
The overall objective of the project is to enhance the knowledge and capacity to manage the
ground water security in peri-urban areas of gangetic delta system.
Objectives
Funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), the Shifting
Grounds project is being executed by a group of academicians, researchers and civil society
organizations. Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) leads the consortium and
SaciWATERs is the regional coordinator for the project. Other project partners are
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET), Both ENDS, Jagrata Juba
Shangha (JJS) & the Researcher.
The main intent of the project was to build knowledge and capacity among local actors to
support a transformation process in peri-urban delta communities in Bangladesh for a propoor, sustainable and equitable management of groundwater resources across caste/class and
gender. This will be based on an improved understanding of the dynamic interplay between
local livelihoods, the groundwater resource base, existing institutional systems and links with
nearby urban centers in Khulna and Kolkata.
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NA Workshop Report Kolkata (07.10.2015)
Background
SaciWATERs, Hyderabad India, The Researcher, Kolkata India, The Institute of Water and Flood
Management (IWFM) of Bangladesh University for Engineering and Technology (BUET), Jagrata
Juba Shangha (JJS), Delft University of Technology and Both ENDS, the Netherlands, are jointly
organizing a series of meetings and workshop for the project “Shifting Grounds: Institutional
transformation, enhancing knowledge and capacity to manage groundwater security in peri-urban
Ganges delta systems”. The project is financed under the auspices of the research
programmeUrbanising Deltas of the World (UDW) of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).
This project aims to build knowledge and capacity among local actors to support a transformation
process in peri-urban delta communities in Bangladesh and India for a pro-poor, sustainable and
equitable management of groundwater resources across caste/class and gender. This will be based on
an improved understanding of the dynamic interplay between local livelihoods, the groundwater
resource base, formal and informal institutions and links with nearby urban centres in Khulna and
Kolkata. These two cities provide a good basis for an institutional comparison, being part of the same
Ganges delta system, yet located in different countries.
The project meetings and workshops in October 2015 are intended to prepare and conduct first
meetings with local stakeholders in the selected peri-urban villages around Kolkata and Khulna, to
meet with the Project Advisory Group and to have the annual Project Team meeting. Project activities
in Kolkata, from 6-8 October, will be directly followed by a second series of project workshops and
meetings in Khulna, from 10 – 12 October 2015.
Objective of the NA workshop
This is the first workshop of its kind where the whole project team interacted with the community
people of one of the two villages selected for in-depth study in the delta region of West Bengal. So the
basic objective has been two folds:
1) For the project team, it was the first exercise to be acquainted with the problems of one of the study
villages by understanding the perception of the villagers about the present groundwater situation of
the village and the problems they are facing in accessing safe groundwater adequately for their
different kind of usages.
2) For the villagers, it was an exercise to be acquainted with the project team and the purpose for
which the project had been initiated. The workshop also aimed at providing the villagers the
opportunity to discuss the groundwater issue among them formed in groups to identify the problems
and also the way to approach the solutions from their end.
Program Schedule
Wednesday 7 October 2015: Negotiated Approach Workshop
Venue: Seminar hall of Ramkrishna Mission Vivekananda University at Narendrapur
Facilitators:
Mr. ParthaSarathi Banerjee, The Researcher
Dr. Poulomi Banerjee, SaciWATERs
9:00 – 9:30

Registration, tea and coffee
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9:30 – 9:45

Official welcome
Mr. ParthaSarathi Banerjee, The Researcher
Dr. Poulomi Banerjee, SaciWATERs
Professor WilThissen, TU Delft

9:45 – 10:15

Introductions of participants

10:15 – 10:30 Introduction of Shifting Grounds project
Leon Hermans, TU Delft
10:30 – 11:00 Introduction to Negotiated Approach.
Professor Vijay Paranjpye, Gomukh / Both ENDS.
11:00 – 11:15 Tea Break
11:15 – 13:00 Needs assessment: What are the issues to be addressed?
-individual: -what hardships/problems they encounter in daily life:wall stickers
-how do they use water, what are the costs?
-groups discussion: needs assessment on water issues
- evaluation, round-up by facilitator
13:00 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:30 Knowing what is there - Work-session with round tables:
- who takes care of the (ground)water?
- what suggestions do the groups have to improve the equal and sustainable sharing of
groundwater? Who are the parties needed to come to this more equal sharing?
- making a banner with signatures and wishes (to bring along in follow-up workshops)
15:30 – 16:00 Plenary presentations and discussions on group results
16:00 – 16:30 Next steps – outline of further Negotiated Approach activities, responsibilities and
‘homework’ for all
Project team (Both ENDS, The Researcher, JJS)
16:30 – 16:45 Short reflections from a Khulna Perspective.
Zakir Hossain, JJS / Professor MashfiqusSalehin, IWFM, BUET.
16:45 – 17:00 Wrap-up and closing.

Introduction to the workshop
The NA workshop was attended by 20 persons from the village Tihuria, situated at the SonarpurBlock
of South 24 Parganas district. These villagers are mostly involved in agricultural work along with
other professions like fishery and non-agricultural works available in the city suburbs.It shouldbe
mentioned that almost half of the participants was female, i.e. a fifty-fifty participation from
bothgender.
After the official welcome address to the participants of the workshop, the participants of theproject
introduced one another in a unique effort to know each other and at the same timeintroducing the
neighbor to the house. The participants enjoyed the style and enthusiastically joinedin the exercise.
After the introduction of all participants was over, Leon Harmens of TUDelft introduced the
wholeproject to the participants through a power-point presentation.
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Then the participant 20 villagers were divided into 4 groups and project team members attended each
group for facilitating the discussions. At the end of group discussions, each group came outwith their
list of problems in the first half and with the way to solutions in the second.
Groupings:
Participants were divided into 4 groups, naming Yamuna Group, Bhagirathi Group, Ganga Group, and
Saraswati Group.

Facilitator
Dr. Poulomi Banerjee

Yamuna Group
Group members
Susanta Manna
Sanjib Manna
Prasanta Manna
Jhornamondol
ShyamaliJoyardar

Bhagirathi Group
Sajal Kumar Manna
Krishna Haldar
MalatiMondol
Durga Purakait
Rahul Manna

Samir Bhattacharya,
&RezaulHasan

Ganga Group
Professor Vijay Paranjpye,
ParthaSarathi Banerjee,
and Sharlene Gomes

Shakti Khan
Arun Roy
Sachi Rani Mondol
ShrabontiMondol
Sunil Gupta

Saraswati Group
NazmulHuda, and
RanjitGuha

Tapas Manna
TinkuMondol
Anjali Mondol
Rabin Sui

Pre-Lunch Presentation by each groups about the Key Issues:
Key Issues discussed and presented by Yamuna Group
1) Drinking water problem – Hand pumps with 1000 feet
deep boring extract water with reddish hue. But some tube
wells with 30 feet boring extracts sufficient water, but in
larger part of the village this water is saline and could not
be used for human consumption. Arsenic test was done yet
and arsenic found to be present in groundwater. Hence
villagers are scared to use groundwater particularly for
drinking. Because of this drinking water crisis in the
village, a strong packaged water market has developed in this village and all the surrounding villages.
2) In spite of the existing drinking water crisis, PHE piped water supply is very inadequate and
irregular. Further, huge amount of PHE supply water is wasted due to lack of maintenance and
management.
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3) Surface water in this locality is being polluted because of the drainage canal which runs near the
village, carrying waste from the Kolkata city.
4) No rain water harvesting measure isundertaken in this locality.
5) There is a packaged water plant in this village. They are extracting ground water from the village,
using submersible pump and selling it to the villages and nearby villages. But villagers are not aware
about the quality of that water.
Key Issues discussed and presented by Bhagirathi Group
1) Irregular and inadequate supply of drinking water from
the PHE overhead tank is the main problem.
2) The number of drinking water outlets of the PHE supply
inside the village is less than requirement.
3) Villagers are not aware about the quality of the supply
water.
4) Surface water pollution caused by waste water intrusion from the canal linked with the city.
5) A large number of villagers have to buy packaged water from the plant set up inside the village at a
high price though its quality is not ensured by any kind of testing.
6) As there are only 2 water supply outlets at the 2 ends of the village, therefore there is a huge
pressure on those outlets. Villagers have to spend long hours for collecting supplied water.
7) Any complaint regarding water related issue is neither accepted nor resolved by the administration.
8) There is not canal water purification facility.
Key Issues discussed and presented by Ganga Group
1) Drinking water scarcity is the main problem as
groundwater having both salinity and arsenic
contamination is not at all reliable for drinking.
2) Groundwater available from shallow hand pumps is
used for domestic purposes,but its quality seems not
suitable for most purposes like cooking.
3) Farmers have to face irrigation problem during water-intensive boro paddy cultivation as many of
them have to buy water from the pump owners at a high cost (Rs.100 per hour).
4) Because of the drinking water scarcity, many families of this village have to depend on the
packaged water. Even poor families also have to purchase drinking water.
6) Supply pipeline is sometimes broken and therefore dirty and polluted water enter the pipe and
pollute the supply water.
7) Canal water is polluted and unsafe. It is used for fish cultivation only. It could not be used for any
other purpose. And the canal water is not available throughout the year.
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8) There are only 2 PHE supply outlets in the village, situated at 2 ends of the village. The supply is
too insufficient and irregular to meet the necessity of whole village population.
9) Villages don’t know how safe is the quality of packaged water that they are buying and consuming
from the packaged water plant in the village.
10) Some families extract water from shallow hand pumps for drinking purpose and domestic
purpose. But the water quality of those pumps is very unsafe due to salinity and arsenic
contamination.
Key Issues discussed and presented bySaraswati Group
1) Quality of drinking water is the main water related
problem of faced by the villagers. Safe water supposed to
be supplied by the PHE is much inadequate and irregular.
2) Canal water is polluted and not usable for most human
purposes though it is used to some extent for cultivation
and fishery.
3) Canal water dry up during the summer season, causing scarcity in water required for irrigation and
fisheries.
4) Even the poor people have to buy water for irrigation and fishery at a high price from the pump
owners.
5) Some part of the village doesn’t have any shallow pump to facilitate irrigation or fishery. They
have to depend totally on rain water and whatever water in available in the canal.

Post Lunch Presentations by the groups about the solutions against the issues:
Solutions ofkey Issues discussed and presented by Yamuna Group
1) Proper testing of quality of groundwater should be done before installation of each new tube-well.
2) Quality of groundwater available from different sources (tube wells, PHE supply and packaged
water) for use of the villagers should be tested.
3) Several supply water outlets should be installed at frequent distances to cover all the localities
inside the village.
4) The PHE water quality should be tested before supply, and the supply should be more frequent and
adequate.
5) Water quality testing facility should be available at Panchayet level.
6) Drainage water from the city should be purified before releasing it to the canal.
7) The Canal passing through the village should be re-excavated at regular interval.
8) Long term solution for Tally Nala is required.
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9) Villagers must be informed about the quality of rain water, and they should be provided training in
rain water harvesting.
Solutions ofkey Issues discussed and presented by Bhagirathi Group
1) PHE should increase the number of supply outlets inside
the village. They should also increase the number of
overhead tank to meet increasing requirement of the
villagers.
2) Panchayet members should discuss the drinking water
issuewith the BDO, SDO, and other responsible officials to
find out way out to solve the problem.
3) Quality of the available drinking water should be tested at regular intervals. Villagers may discuss
the problem with the water supply department of the Panchayet. They may personally avail the water
testing facility of Jadavpur University.
4) Regarding the water pollution caused by fish cultivation with waste canal water, the villagers may
undertake talks with the fish cultivators. They may also discuss the matter with the administration and
find a solution.
5) Number of deep tube-wells should be increased. Measure should be taken to solve the canal water
issue. The government looking after the Tally Nalashould be asked to make a number of water
purification plantsto resolve the pollution issue.
Solutions ofkey Issues discussed and presented by Ganga Group
1) PHE must take steps to solve the quality issue of
drinking water. They must make supply outlets at each
locality of the village. At the same time, step should be
taken to close down the packaged water plant inside the
village.
2) Jilla Parishad must take initiative to re-excavate the
canal.
3) Water from all groundwater resources need to be sent to the laboratory for quality check.
Solutions of key Issues discussed and presented bySaraswati Group
1) PHE should take initiative for solving drinking water
problem. They should increase the number of supply
outlets inside the village. They should make supply outlets
at every locality.
2) Villagers should initiate talks with the PHE department
regarding this issue.
3) Canal should be re-excavated to increase its water holding capacity.
4) Villagers need to know which department they should approach for that purpose.
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5) Villagers must understand that they should approach the administration as a group for solving the
water related problems.
6) Villagers should preserve rain water. They should be given training on rain-water harvesting.
Workshop Feedback
A feedback session was held at the end of the workshop. Participants in general expressed their
satisfaction about the workshop and its activities. Most importantly, they seem glad to find the high
dependency on groundwater in their daily lives and their interest arising from it on the ground water
issues are discussed thoroughly in the workshop with their opinions given prominence.
They appreciated the uniqueness of the introduction session, where the participants introduced not
only themselves, but also the persons who were beside them. They also appreciated the pre-lunch and
post lunch group discussions and the presentation of the discussion result by one of their group
members.
They expressed the view that more workshops of such nature would be very beneficial for them.
Arsenic and iron contamination is a major issue of their locality. Therefore they opined that workshop
on arsenic issue would be beneficial for them. Participants also told that they had to quit their
profession for a day in order to take part in this workshop. They suggested, if the future workshops
were held inside their village area during afternoon time, it would be easier for them to participate.
But overall, they were satisfied about the arrangements and activities of the workshop.
Summary
All the groups pointed out that drinking water problem is the most important one for them so far as
their multiple usage of groundwater is concerned. Groundwater though available at low depth and no
immediate problem is foreseen by the participants regarding depletion of the same in the near future,
the principal concern of the villagers has been the quality issue of groundwater, which is both
contaminated by arsenic and salinity. The villagers depend on groundwater for almost all the waterusing activities they are involved in both the domestic arena as well as in their main economic
activities, i.e. cultivation and fishery. So the dependency factor on groundwater is extremely high in
this village, while the quality of the same is of great concern to them.
Through the NA workshop, the process of negotiation started on the one hand within the villagers
themselves, and on the other between the villagers and the project team. The next step envisaged in
the Workshop would be to involve in the NA process other actors like the government departments
and officials responsible for ensuring fresh and safe water supply to the village and other substantial
users of groundwater like the industry owners.
Finally, the participant villagers and the project members both seem to have been immensely enriched
by developing a kind of understanding of the problem regarding groundwater and resolved to continue
the process in future.
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Participation list
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Name of the
Participants
Sajal Kumar Manna
Tapas Manna
Susanta Manna
Sunil Gupta
Rahul Manna
Shakti Khan
Arun Roy
Krishna Haldar
Sanjib Manna
Prasanta Manna
TinkuMondol
Anjali Mondol
Sachi Rani Mondol
ShrabontiMondol
Jhornamondol
ShyamaliJoyardar
MalatiMondol
Durga Purakait
Rabin Sui

Locality

Contact No.

Age

Sex

Occupation

TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
TihuriaDakshin Para
Saheberabad
Saheberabad
Saheberabad
Saheberabad
Saheberabad
Saheberabad
Tihuria
Saheberabad
Tihuria

9007806545
8013807119
8620951409
8013947417
7278660417
7686933629
9831799672
9804260299
9836487020
8013644380
9903617423
9903458066
7059709893

40
31
21
44
24
20
35
18
30
35
28
24
40
18
40
35
35
30
25

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Driving
Student
Farmer
Farmer
Panchayet Samity Member
NREGA Supervisor
Housewife
Student
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Driving

9007783432
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NA Workshop Report Khulna (10.10.2015)
Date and Venue
The training-workshop took place on 10th October 2015 at the CSS Ava Center at Khulna
City, in Bangladesh. The training was started at 9.30 am and continued up to 5.30 pm.
Program Session
09.00 – 09:30
09:30 – 09:45
09:45-10:15
10:15-10: 30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:15
11:15-13:00

13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00

15:00-15:45
15:45-16:00
16:00-16:30
16:30-16:45
16:45-17:00

Registration
Opening Remarks by Mr. ATM. ZakirHossian, Executive Director of
JJS(Jagrata Juba Shangha)
Introducing of Participants
Explain the Project Aim byDr. Ir. LeonHermans scientific coordinator
Introduction of Shifting Grounds Project Leon Hermans, TU Delft
Tea break
Needs Assessment: What are the issues to be addressed
Individual: What hardship/problems they encounter in daily life: How do
they use water, what are the costs Groups discussion: needs assessment on
water issues Evaluation, round-up by facilitator
Lunch
Knowing what is there Who takes care of the groundwater? What
suggestions do the groups have to improve the equal and sustainable sharing
of groundwater? Who are the parties needed to come to this more equal
sharing? Making a banner with signatures and wishes
Plenary presentations and discussions on group results
Tea Break
Next steps-outline of further Negotiated Approach Activities,
responsibilities and ‘homework’ for all Project Team (Both ENDs, JJS)
Short reflections from a Kolkata perspective BinoyMajumder, Field
Operation Coordinator, The Researcher
Wrap up and closing
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Opening session/ introducing session
Under the specific objectives of enhancing knowledge and capacity among local actors, JJS
has arranged a training programme on ‘‘Negotiated Approach for Groundwater
Management’’ on 10th October, 2015 at CSS AVA Centre, Khulna. The training-programme
was started at 9.30pm and continued till 5.30 pm.
The principle investigator of Shifting Grounds
project Professor Dr. Ir. Will Thissen, Scientific
Coordinator of the project Dr. Ir. Leon Hermans,
regional coordinator- Dr. PoulamiBanarjee from
SaciWATERS and PhD candidate- Sharlene Gomes
from Delft University and Rezaul Hassan from
IWFM- BUET, RemiKempers from BothEnds,
Professor. Dr. BijoyParanjpyefrom Gomukh Trust,
Samir from SaciWaters, local partner of the project,
BinoyMajumder, Field Operation Coordinator, the Researcher and Soma Majumderfrom
Kolkata, Researchers from Research consultancy group and people from peri urban
communities, activists, journalistsetc. attended the programme. TheExecutive Directorof
JJS(Jagrata Juba Shangha)Mr. ATM Zakir Hossain facilitated the inaugural session by
introducing all the respected participants and later gave a short brief about project activities
and targets.
Greetings from Professor Will Thissen
Professor Will Thissen, Principle Investigator of the project, mentioned the problems facing
in this peri-urban areas of deltaic region is insecure underground water in his introducing
speech. He added that this project is working with
sustainable management of underground water by
enhancing the knowledge and capacity of local
users. He further added that the only actor play in
this journey is local people who will identify
problem and find way to solve the problem by
improved understanding of myself.
Greetings from Samir
Samir, NGO professional of SaciWATERS from
Kolkata gave emphasis on sustainable use of water and how to solve the underground water
problem by sharing knowledge with local people.

Introducing the Project
Dr. Ir. LeonHermans, scientific coordinator,explained very widely the background of the
project. He said that Bangladesh is a gangetic delta system so as to the Netherlands.He added
that this project is confirmed both in Kolkata and Bangladeshas both are facing same
situation and it works with local people where the localities have tried to identify problem
first and give a solution by them. He thinks that this workshop will highlight
groundwaterproblems and provides some information about it to take some initiativesto solve
the problem. Then he gave a short brief about the 4 year project plan where identified three
pillars
of
the
project;
those
are
Research
and
knowledge,Sustainable
developmentandCapacity building. The first year plan of the project he mentioned is starting
up activities, site selection, pre-scoping (groundwater, livelihoods, and institutions), and
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initiate process with peri-urban stakeholders, Second year plan is understanding sub-systems
and connections in an integrated analysis (three perspectives),continued engagement with
stakeholders, the third and fourth year plan is developing further intervention-support, based
on integrated analysis.

Negotiable Approach
RemiKempers from Both Ends pointed out in his speech that he is been working with JJS on
gender, water management and environmental issues for 14 years. He shared his vast
experience about how Negotiated approach can make the people more knowledgeable to
solve groundwater problems.He mentioned that this approach is such process where natural
environment prevails for local people to express their opinion free to mind and make
negotiation with different govt., non-govt. stakeholder.He added that Negotiated approach is
sustainable natural resource management approach to enable the local people to protect right
and here people fixed the problem and try to solve that by applying own knowledge. And this
project will work to enhance the knowledge of local people and he requested all the local
govt., NGO professionals and different govt. official work together to make the project
successful.
Experience Sharing Professor Bijoy(GOMUKH)
Professor Bijoy mentioned thatResearch, Development and Empowerment are the
combination of prosperity. He gathered an example from his own project GOMUKH. He told
that GOMUKHhas been applying the negotiated approach in the form of native people,
Maharastra, India. GOMUKH has been working since twelve year in the Bhima river
Basin.He added that ecosystem is different in different area. Flat land, valley and river basin
environment are different in different areas, so it needed attention. For this, conservation by
negotiated approach was important. To initiate
this process the first negotiation was to fix the
problems by discussing with local people and then
the project GOMUKH helped the people by
integrating them with researchers, NGO
professionals and different institutions.Then
villagers of the particular area started their
decision making procedure with organization and
other people. But Government, Local people,
University, Researcher, Government, different
organization, Educative person, researcher had information gapand GOMUKH tried to
remove the gap. He also added that in Basin area, sixteen village communities were facing
water related problem. Day after day water demand wasincreasing for agriculture irrigation,
urban settlements and industrial purpose. So water management was indispensable.This is
becauseGOMUKH set up platforms for negotiation and women’s self-help groups and
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worked together to increase and build up their capacity to negotiate withother
organization.Finally State government of Maharashtra had taken some initiative for the water
management in sixteen villages. Professor Bijoy then told with a smile that the village
situation has been changed now. They are trainer now; they published article their own
language and government take it as standard, they go to different place and share their
experience and show them how negotiated approach work.
Participants/Stakeholders Group Discussion
After lunch a group discussion was held among local participants who came from
Hogladanga village followed by an interpreter divided them different five groups and later
they are asked to present their findings. Each group had different name such as PASUR,
BHAIROB, KOPOTAKKHO,RUPSHA,BALESWARconsisted with people from different
occupation.During discussion the participants were asked to identify the water related
problem in their area and sought for solution including targeted stakeholder later by applying
their own skill. Major problems identified like Arsenic and Iron in drinking water, poor
management of drainage, canal and sluice gate, low water level and waste dumping in open
water bodies from KCC etc.
Group Name
1.Pasur

Facilitator
Facilitator: RezaulHasan and
Sharleen Gomes

2. Bhairob

Sk. Nazmul Huda

3. Kopotakkho

BinoyMajumder

4. Rupsha

Samir Bhattacharya

5. Baleswar

RiadHossain

Name of participants
1. Subroto Roy
2. Arotiroy
3. KonikaBala
4. Debika Roy
5. Animesh Roy
6. BinoyGolder
7. Dulal Roy
1. NishikantaBiswas
2. Proshanto Roy
3. NemaiMondol
4. Mizan Sheikh
5. Sujit Roy
6. Lupa Roy
7. Lotika Roy
8. Md. MainuddinPatwaryRaju
1. Shormila Roy
2. Birupoma Roy
3. Radhakanto Roy
4. SonjitMondol
5. SawkotHossain
6. NipuSikder
7. Nitai Roy
1. Nivanon Kumar Roy
2. Ashok Kumar Roy
3. Nuton Roy
4. BijoyRoj
5. Sumita Roy
6. Helena Begum
7. Ruma Begum
1. Utpal Roy
2. Rumpa Roy
3. Mithu Roy
4. Champa Roy
5. KalidshBasar
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6. Suvash Roy
7. TusharMridha

Participants identified the following issues:
Group
1.Pasur

2. Bhairob

3. Kopotakkho





























4. Rupsha

5.Baleswar












Issues Identified
Drinking water inadequacy
Excess of Arsenic and Iron in Groundwater
Water collection problem due to long distance
Poor drainage management
Poor canal management
Khulna City Corporation (KCC) dumping problem
Fish and Rice farmer conflict
Salinity problem to fish and rice cultivation
Less number of tube well
Low water level in dry season
Excess of Iron, Arsenic and salinity in drinking water
Unequal water level
One tube well good out of ten in everywhere
Scarcity of water in dry season
Bore does not swell up water
Unable to hold water in canal
Poor management of sluice gate
Failure of Rabi crop cultivation
Unusual rainfall
Low water level
Saline water intrusion in Canal
Unable to pump water
Canal occupied different construction
Low depth of canal
Carelessness of Bangladesh Water Development Board
(BWDB)
Canal is shallow and cannot supply enough water during
dry season
Irrigation is hampered sometimes from 10-150 m deep
shallow tube well.
Canal is almost filled up
Water is unsuitable for drinking purpose
Canal and ponds pollution
Scarcity of pure drinking water
Poor drainage system
No system to preserve rainwater
Saline water intrusion
Drinking water problem
Less number of tube well
Water logging problem
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Water scarcity during Boro season
Water pollution from city waste
Excess of Arsenic and Iron in drinking water
Canal excavation problem

Solutions gathered from the participants are:
 Proper management of KCC waste dump system
 Need more tube wells
 Alternate source of water
 Need proper allocation rules of resources
 Bottom-up approach should be implemented to avoid conflicts and ensure cooperation
 Ensuring pure supply water from KWASA
 Make deep bore to preserve water
 Establishment of Water Treatment Plant in Union level
 Canal excavation in proper time of the year
 Reconstruction or Proper management of sluice gate
 Stop leasing and encroachment of canal
 Soil and water test before drilling
 Digging canal and connecting it with river
 Share information with everyone in the village
 Regular cleaning of existing waste
 Build watershed to preserve rain water
 Possession of illegal eviction on canal
 Need community based monitoring
 Arrange more workshop and seminar by ensuring the local participants
 Government enforcements to protect canal
 Sluice gate management should be wellcoordinated.
 Commercial extraction of ground water should be minimized
 Khulna City Corporation, Khulna Water Supply and Sanitation Authority,
Bangladesh Water Development Board should work together in support with local
government institutes to implement the process

The participants recommended working in collaboration with the following institutions:
 District Administration
 Khulna Development Authority (KDA)
 Khulna City Corporation (KCC)
 Khulna Water Supply and Sewerage Authority (KWASA)
 Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB)
 Department of Agricultural Extension
 Local government and Engineering Department (LGED)
 Department of Public Health and Engineering (DPHE)
 Department of Fisheries
 Department of Environment (DoE)
 Khulna University (KU)
 Khulna University of Engineering and Technology (KUET)
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Community Based organization representatives
People from peri-urban communities
NGOs
Activists

The participants also clear the way to achieve the goal:
 Formation of upazila coordination committee
 Arrange meeting with committee members frequently
 Ensure the participation of local level people in different workshop, seminar
collaborating with NGO
 Make fund within villagers
 Arsenic identification
 Ensure more training and workshop
 Consulting with government and non-government group
 Asking for help from JJS
 Make water extraction and environmental pollution committee

Short reflections from Kolkata perspective, BinoyMajumder
Binoymojumder, field operation coordinator of The Researcher, tried to show what present
situation of Kolkata resembles to Bangladesh in his presentation. He said that Barakpur and
Sonapur, the two Upazila of Kolkata are bounded by Hugly River and added that Kolkata is a
populous area and rate of urbanization is very fast like Bangladesh which has serious water
problem too. He also added that water qualities of this two area are not suitable for the human
being, ground water is contaminated and water color is yellow, excess of Iron and Arsenic in
drinking water. Then he showed that 1000 ft. tube well was put down here from panchayet
few days ago but for domestic purpose only tube well which is 100-150 ft. unable to use due
to presence of Arsenic and Iron. After that he discussed about the public health condition of
Kolkata. He claimed that water is stored in tank for supply to household but create problem
due to unusual supply. This is because people have to collect water from long distance. Hope
is that few of Arsenic free tube well were established by PHE (Public Health Engineering)
but due to high demand of water people have to buy it in high price. He also mentioned that
there is 30 Water Treatment Plant in Sonapur and people buy water in high price from there.
Then he turned to the condition of irrigation water. He pointed out three different systems
available in current time for irrigation in Kolkata are Government deep tube well for Boro
rice cultivation, Personal shallow tube well and ground water for fish cultivation. He told that
Kolkata being industrialized with its increasing population and make water scarcity to meet
with the high demand of industrial water, dying factory make the water red color. There is
also exist canal excavation problem like Bangladesh he said at the end.
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Workshop Feedback
At the end of the training program, participants were given an evaluation sheet. The villagers were
told to evaluate the workshop based on the questions written in the paper. First question was about
necessity of the workshop. Most of them concluded the workshop as a way to solve their problems.
They added that this kind of workshop is essential to increase their awareness as well as their working
capacity. Issues like safe drinking water, deep tube wells for irrigation and canal re-excavation is very
important for them- they added. They further think that their knowledge and capacity will be
increased if they can participate similar types of workshop and training in future. They thought, this
kind of workshop is needed for their own good and they thanked the organizer for such initiative. The
next questions was about which part of the workshop they liked most. Most of them said they liked
everything about the workshop. Few of them said the content of the workshop was so educative that
attracts them most. They were sad to know that peri-urban areas of our neighboring country is also
facing same kind of problems. They are delighted to know the process of negotiation and the ways of
solution and community responsibility regarding water issues. All of them said they found nothing to
dislike about the workshop. One of them said he was saddened by the news of no financial support.
About which part of the workshop will help, they think the information they got on environmental,
water and soil issues from the workshop will be helpful for them. They came to know about rain water
harvesting system, dredging of rivers and canals, negotiation process with the government for tube
wells and soil and water quality test before tube well installation. They think the initiative of this
workshop will solve their water related problems in near future. Government officials from District
administration and Upazila should have been involved in the workshop, they thought. More time
should be spent on health and sanitation issues and the ways of solution. They expected more
intensive initiative for the awareness and capacity building of the mass people of their village. More
community people should be involved in the negotiation process. They hope JJS will help them to
negotiate with the government.
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Participant List:
No.

Full Name

Gender

Profession

1

Nivanon Kumar Roy

Male

2

Ashok Roy

Male

3

Suvashchandra *Roy

Male

4

Nipu Sikder

Male

5
6
7

NishikantoBiswas
Animesh Roy
Utpal Roy

Male
Male
Male

8

Subrata *Roy

Male

9

Tushar KantiMridha

Male

10

Binoy Golder

Male

11

Kalidash Bachar

Male

12

Neuton Roy

Male

13
14
15

Radhakanto Roy
Sujit *Roy
Prosanto Roy

Male
Male
Male

16

Nimai Mandal

Male

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Nitai Roy
Dulal Roy
Bijoy Roy
Sanjit Dhali
Latika Roy
Rumpa Roy
Champa Roy
Birupama Roy
Aroti Roy
Lopa Roy
Sumita Roy
Mithu Roy
Debika Roy
Swarmila Roy
HelenaBegum

Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

32

NizamSheikh

Male

33
34
35
36
37

Md. Saokat Hossain
Ruma Akhter
Kanika Bala
Wil Thissen
LeonHermans

Male
Female
Female
Male
Male

38

SharleneGomes

Female

39

Poulomi Banerjee

Female

40

Samir Bhattacharya

Male

Fish Farmer
Land
Business
Agriculture
Land
Business
Fish Farmer
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Land
Business
Land
Business
Agriculture
Land
Business
Land
Business
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Land
Business
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Agriculture
Fish Farmer
Agriculture
Land
Business
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Professor
Professor
PhD
Candidate
Senior Fellow
Associate
Fellow

contact
number
8801712336667
8801759180145
8801733813862

8801913549486
8801920715540
8801731980474
8801754645016

8801731980474
8801558589847
8801756567756
8801826568388
8801759181045
8801725174710
8801712336667
8801916213067
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41

Partha Sarathi
Banerjee

Male

42

Binoy Majumdar

Male

43

Soma Majumdar

Female

44
45
46

Vijay Paranjpe
Masfuqus Salehin
Resaul Hassan

Male
Male
Male

47

ATM ZakirHossain

Male

48

Sheikh NazmulHuda

Male

49

Abdul Baki

Male

50

Sheikh Monirul Huda

Male

51

Md. RiadHossain

Male

52

Apurba Roy
Mainuddin
PatwaryRaju
Syed Muktadurul
Islam

Male

Field
Operation
Assistant
Director
Professor
PhD Fellow
Executive
Director
Coordinator
Associate
Coordinator
Project
Officer
Research
Officer
Rapporteur

Male

Rapporteur

8801945501787

Male

Photographer

8801717796018

53
54

Project
coordinator
Field
Operation
Cooperator

8801711828833
8801712862115
8801712862112

8801726740577
8801911123258
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